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The newest results gained during analysis of perspectives and technical - economical conditions of nuclear
energy usage continuation in Lithuania are presented.

After the compulsory premature closure of Ignalina NPP the negative power balance and the shortage of
power generating capacity can emerge in the energy sector of Lithuania. This problem can arise already in
2010. Depending on rate of growth of economy the extent of shortage of power generating capacity can
range from -50 MW to -583 MW with evident trend for further growing. The positive power balance could
be restored if new nuclear power plant (NPP) or new combined cycle gas turbine power plants (CCGT PP)
are erected.

Feasibility and competitiveness of the new NPP and CCGT PP are compared, analysed and evaluated.
Analysis is performed taking into account volume of investments for construction, level of discount rate,
forecast of changes of the price of primary energy sources, possible loading level of a new power plant. At
the case of low plant loading level (7000 hours per year) the electricity production costs are almost the
same for NPP and for CCGT PP. However, increasing the plant's loading level up to 8000 hours per year
changes the ratio of electricity production costs to positive for NPP. Comparison of expenses for fuel and
total expenses shows unchallenged priority of NPP against CCGT PP. Estimating the forthcoming
inevitable growth of price for natural gas, economic advantage of nuclear energy production seems to be
obvious.

The future energy balance for Baltic states, NORDEL countries, Germany and Russia is also analysed.
Deficit of electricity is foreseen in Baltic states and NORDEL countries already after 2007, in Russia - after
2010. Even Central and South European countries (especially those, which are planning to cancel usage
of nuclear energy) are forecasting shortage of electricity in 2015 - 2020 years. Such situation in European
energy market could be treated as additional argument for further development of energy generating
capacities of Lithuania and successfully used for excessive energy export.

Using the results presented it is substantiated, that a new modern nuclear power plant would be a
competitive and even more favourable option for Lithuania in respect to traditional energy production
technologies based on burning fossil fuel.
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